Problem:
Dealing with a shy child to participate at class activities at Tumble Tots

Causes:
- She feels uncomfortable in a new environment.
- She has low self-confidence.
- She is being overprotected by her parents.

Effects:
- She doesn't want to answer the questions in the class.
- She doesn't want to join the class activities.
- She late following the lessons.

Potential Positive Effects:
1. She feels comfortable.
2. She starts talking.
3. She joins at the class activities.

Potential Negative Effects:
1. She becomes spoiled.
2. She always wants to be accompanied.
3. She becomes a dependable child.

Potential Solution I:
I give her special attention by accompanying her

Potential Solution II:
I give her positive words

Potential Solution III:
I give her time to do the class activities

Potential Negative Effects:
1. It takes a long time to make her feel comfortable naturally.
2. She is left behind in following the lessons.

Chosen Solution:
I give her special attention by accompanying her and give her positive words.